
Dear Dick, 	 7/11/91 
I never believed the Dallas police story that it did not tape its Oswald interviews. 

I was openly skeptical about it in my first book. However, if this guy's Mr. X has those 
tapes I can see that they could rapidly make a best-selling book. I did not mention this 
possibility in my enclosed letter to the fellow who did hear those tapes and I did tell 
him, as you'll see, that first thing is establishing their autheticity. It is on the 
chance that you can see a book in this if they are genuine that I send this to you. 

Ted Gandblfo is easily the wildest of the critici, probably the least inhibited, 
and I think has no competitor in spontaneous crudeness. He is usually beyond his depth. 
For while he had a TV show on a NYC cable access channel and from that and innumerable 
talk shows coast to coast built up a rather large mailing list. He has or did have a news- 
letter I did not subscribe to that by moat standards would be regarded as kookie. 

He was very Gloss to Garrison after the Shaw fiasco and if he told me the truth spent 
several months in New Orleans, where he has relatives, just before the book was publish- 
ed. He gave me the impression that he made the conn,:ctions for Garrison that got publication. 

Remembglgthis connection I can also see an invisible hand in the background, whether 
or not one is there. It can be that once he arranged for publication Garrison had little 
interest in him. He used to report frequent communications, mostly by phone, but none 
since the book appeared and got its initial promotions except one in which he reported 
that Garrison had asked him for two tapes for ""tone, who paid him for them. One was a 
tape I do not recall and the other was a videotape froL, which Stone wanted to use Gar- 
rison's voice. Perhaps also picture. Ted used to tape all his phone conversations and all 
the talk shows he could receive or make. He has the equipment for it, and for duplicating 
his tapes. 

That he regards the al'eged Dallas police tapes as autheAic means nothing at all. 
If I remember what he told me several years ago, his Mr. X is a relative of or had 

some kind of relationship dith the late Will eritz, homicide captain. Last I heard of 
Fritz he way living in a hotel and retired, so !1St likely with a wife. 

If thede are genuine tapes it is a helluva story and a sensational book that can be 
done very rapidly once the tapes are transcribed. This is why I write. 

Best, 


